The compressive Cryotherapy is an innovative treatment that simultaneously combines cryotherapy (0 to -10 °C) and pneumatic compression. It is recommended in physiotherapy and sports traumatology for its strong reduction of pain, inflammation and edema.

**ICECOMPRESSION TWIN**

The TWIN is a 2 in 1 device! It can treat two patients or two limbs simultaneously (a benefit for drainage). With its thermotherapy up to 40 °C TWIN is also ideal for muscle recovery. Cold and hot: the most of TWIN!

**ICECOMPRESSION FIRST**

The FIRST, thanks to its mobile console, is ideal for cabinets. It integrates perfectly into your workspace. With an exit and its bifurcated extension, the FIRST allows to connect two splints at the same time.

An autonomous Peltier cooling system is proposed optional to provide all day long cryotherapy without ice! (FIRST Premium).

**ICECOMPRESSION MOOVE**

The MOOVE offers a 3 in 1 solution:
1. Portable device for your trips or competitions
2. Mobile on his console for your practice
3. Pellet self-cooling option to get all day constant cryotherapy, without ice! (MOOVE Premium) The MOOVE Sport is specially adapted for athlete’s with a single program whose parameters are modifiable and customizable.

**Accessories Cryo Press**

Supple micro-perforated boot and sleeve, refrigerated by Easyair force, with adjustable compression, maintaining the accessory, 10 to 30 min of treatment regarding the treatment

**Effects**

- **DECREASE** of pain and swelling
- **EDEMA** drainage
- **FASTER** handling of movement and support
- **INCREASE** of articular amplitude
- **FASTER** recover

**Pair of Boots Shoulder Boots Knee Elbow**

**Immediate Pain Reduction** with a decrease in sensory nerve conduction

**Anti-Inflammatory** intense cold blocks the inflammatory process

**Contraction** and slowing-down of the vascular and lymphatic system

**Edema** drainage

**Improved** range of motion

**Improved** signs of recovery

** Advantages **

- The Cryo’Diffuseur is designed to make the practitioner independent, effective and available to his patient.
- Orders and information are centralized on the Cryo’Diffuseur.
- The LCD screen allows easy viewing the temperature and the treatment time.
- Its sober design will naturally find its place in your world of work.
- Maximum efficiency for minimal space requirements.

**Easy Force**

The lowering of the skin temperature to 5°C in less than 10 seconds guarantees a high quality and safe analgesic effect. Forced-air cryotherapy machine allowing intensive use for traumatological and rheumatological treatment. Fully equipped with programs and different nozzles, the machine will adapt to each individual case.

**Effects**

- **ANALGESIC** reduces nerve conduction and nociceptor sensitivity
- **ANTI-INFLAMMATORY** powerful vasoconstriction and reduction of chemical mediator release
- **VASOMOTOR** powerful thermal chol alters vasoconstriction and vasodilation
- **DECONTRACTANT** reduction of hyperflexia
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**Easy Cryoslim**

The easy cryoslim is a very powerful analgesic for treating a large number of trauma, rheumatologic and algoneurodystrophic syndromes. It diffuses a perfectly dry and painless gas at -78 °C to 50 bar of pressure by a diffuser of micro crystals. Maximum effectiveness 30 seconds to 1 minute 30 minutes of care.